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The Taliban's possible triumph threatens not just India's diplomatic stakes in Afghanistan, but also 20 years and $3 billion worth of Indian investment in various projects — dams, roads, trade ...
Explained: India’s Afghanistan investment
Thirty years ago, on a summer evening in late July, India liberalized its Soviet-style economy in a transformation that eventually pulled about 300 million out of poverty, fueling one of the biggest ...
India Supercharged Its Economy 30 Years Ago. Covid Unraveled It in Months
In March, 2016 ... exports of milled pulses in mid-September. But all this was well after the damage had been done.” This is of course a tricky point politically, given agriculture is by far ...
Why are the Modi government’s attempts to control inflation failing?
Prime Minister Narendra Modi will on Wednesday chair the first Union Cabinet meet. This will be the first physical meeting in almost a year. The meeting is set to start at 11am, and it will witness ...
PM Modi chairs in-person meeting of new Cabinet: Watch video
However, a year of economic disruption caused by the Covid-19 pandemic and record high fuel prices have brought the union to its knees, said members, most of whom are saddled with financial ...
Surging Fuel Prices Further Dent India's Pandemic-Stressed Economy
Jamshedpur: Financial Market Centre (FMC) of XLRI hosted a webinar on “Structural Changes in the Banking Sector in the light of macroeconomic developments” on July 21, 2021. The webinar was delivered ...
XLRI Hosts a webinar on “Structural Changes in the Banking Sector in the light of macroeconomic developments”
Export of dry cannabis flower from Colombia has been authorized by a new decree that was signed on July 23rd, 2021, at Clever Leaves’ cultivation facility by President Ivan Duque and his ...
Clever Leaves to Take Advantage of the Approval to Export Medical Cannabis Flower from Colombia
As per TechSci Research, many such new-age startups such as BlackBuck, Delhivery, Rivigo, Blowhorn, Freightwalla, etc., have solidified the supply chain to bridge the gap in the fragmented and ...
India’s Logistics Sector Poised For Growth And Innovation Amidst Pandemic
A report released by Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (Sipri) earlier this year said that India ... 2011-15 and 2016-20, the Sipri report said. In the same period, China's exports ...
Strained ties with India, other nations lead to dip in China's weapon export: Report
Today, India is the world’s largest producer of milk, pulses, and jute, and ranks among the top producers of many other agricultural products. Most of what is produced is consumed within the country, ...
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How to help India’s farmers
China has long been engaged in an arms race with other global leaders to import and produce the most advanced military technology. But where does it acquire its foreign weapons, and where do its own ...
China’s arms trade: which countries does it buy from and sell to?
The Bhima Koregaon activists in India were also victims of an unidentified hacker who planted evidence on their computers, recent reports found.
Indian activists jailed on terrorism charges were on list with surveillance targets
Some of the exciting sessions to look forward to are: A Keynote address by Abhay Karandikar, Director at the Indian Institute of Technology ... Indian companies to export these solutions to ...
The Built in India Virtual Summit explores the capabilities of India's rich domestic telecom ecosystem as it prepares for enormous digital growth
Feb. 22, 2016. The first tanker that will ship liquefied natural gas from Cheniere Energy Inc.'s Sabine Pass terminal in Louisiana has arrived, signaling the imminent start of exports as a result ...
U.S. LNG: A World Of Benefits Beyond Price
The United States accounted for 37% of global arms sales during the 2016-2020 period ... Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) said in a report on Monday. US exports increased 15% compared to the ...
United States accounted for 37% of global arms sales in 2016/20, SIPRI
Dr Jayant Menon, visiting senior fellow at the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies ... Generalised System of Preferences programme – granted in 2016 – which resulted in the growth of export in ...
Cambodia logs new trends in exports, investments but garment will stay
Central and state governments have hiked taxes on fuels, pushing retail fuel prices to record highs in most of the country.
Rising fuel prices further dent stressed sectors of India's economy
For May 2021, India ... National Institute of Public Finance and Policy paper (pdf) points out, the policy was a success with the Modi government taming the volatile inflation of the UPA years: the ...
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